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Abstract—While modern off-the-shelf OCR engines show particularly high accuracy on scanned text, text detection and
recognition in natural images still remains a challenging problem.
Here, we demonstrate that OCR engines can still perform well
on this harder task as long as appropriate image binarization is applied to input photographs. For such binarization,
we systematically evaluate the performance of 12 binarization
methods as well as of a new binarization algorithm that we
propose here. Our evaluation includes different metrics and uses
established natural image text recognition benchmarks (ICDAR
2003 and ICDAR 2011). Our main finding is thus the fact that
image binarization methods combined with additional filtering of
generated connected components and off-the-shelf OCR engines
can achieve state-of-the-art performance for end-to-end text
understanding in natural images.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Natural image text understanding, which includes localization and recognition of text in the photographs of indoor
and outdoor environments, is a task that is gaining increasing
importance due to the proliferation of mobile devices, robotics
systems and Internet image search. This task remains a challenging one due to such factors as varying text orientation,
font, color and lighting as well as the abundance of structured
clutter in many photographs. At the same time, a related task
of optical character recognition (OCR) for scanned document
images can be considered a mature technology that efficiently
combines information about text appearance, semantics and
language, and achieves high accuracy and computational efficiency. Reusing the OCR technology to natural image text
understanding is a subject of this work.
Most OCR engines use image binarization (segmenting
the text from background) as a first step in their pipelines.
Thereby, the simplest way to employ OCR for natural scenes
would be to perform image binarization and pass the result
to an off-the-shelf OCR module. Perhaps surprisingly, such
a simple approach has not been investigated in much detail,
despite the fact that text binarization of scanned documents
is well-studied [1]. Several recent papers [2], [3] propose new
methods for binarization of natural scene text in cropped word
images assuming that text localization is done at the previous
step of a pipeline (which, in practice, is highly non-trivial).
Image binarization has been also used as a part of different text
detection and recognition pipelines [4], [5], [6]. However its

contribution to the overall performance of the system as well as
the intuition behind the choice of each particular binarization
method was not detailed.
The goal of this work is to evaluate image binarization
techniques in the context of end-to-end text understanding.
First and foremost, we systematically evaluate the performance
of several well-known image binarization methods on established ICDAR benchmarks across different metrics, including
segmentation accuracy and the final word recognition accuracy
demonstrated by an OCR engine applied to the binarization
result. As a result of this comparison we select the top methods
and compare them within the most interesting end-to-end
text detection and recognition scenario. We find that even
a standard binarization method such as non-linear Niblack
[7] in combination with an off-the-shelf OCR module show
performance competitive to fancier state-of-the-art text understanding methods.
Encouraged by this finding, we have also designed a new
binarization method that is particularly suitable for text in
natural images. The method embeds local binarization into
a global optimization framework. It does not require any
information about the position and size of the text in an
image and it can be used for text localization as well as for
recognition of the cropped text. As we demonstrate, this new
method shows superior results in terms of the OCR accuracy
compared to existing binarization methods and demonstrates
even more competitive performance w.r.t. recent methods for
text understanding.
II. B INARIZATION METHODS
Related work. We first provide a very brief review of
existing binarization method that we have considered. These
methods can be roughly divided into two groups: the first
group uses a fixed threshold for a given image (Otsu [8], Kittler [9]), while the second group (local binarization) uses local
thresholds (Sauvola [10], Niblack [11]). In general, methods
that use a global threshold typically work well when the text
occupies a large part of the picture and is well contrasted from
background. On the other hand, local binarization techniques
can handle uneven illumination and text color variations better,
yet they are more sensitive to the choice of the parameters
(e.g. the charactersitic scale). In particular, optimal parameter
values may differ for text of different sizes even within a single
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Fig. 1. A comparison of cropped image binarization results of methods with
top OCR accuracy (labels flipped where appropriate). From top to bottom
line: (1) original image, (2) Niblack, (3) Non-linear Niblack, (4) Proposed.

Fig. 2. The steps of the proposed binarization method. (Top-left - input
image, top-right - local binarization for dark text on light background (the
candidate text regions are shown in blue), bottom-left - the seeds resulting
from incorporating local binarization and the Laplacian of the image intensity,
bottom-right - the binarization after global optimization for dark text on light
background. The candidate text regions are shown in blue.

image and some text detection and recognition pipelines [4]
precede local binarization with the local text scale estimation.
Several methods for text binarization in natural images have
been proposed more recently. For instance, Zhu et al. [7] suggested using the ordered statistics filter for estimating thresholds in the non-linear Nilblack decomposition. Howe [12]
proposed to use the Laplacian of the image intensity for
scanned document binarization within a Markov Random Field
model (which is an algorithmic setup most similar to the one
we propose below). Gatos et al. [13] used two binarized images by Sauvola’s method for original gray-scale and inverted
images for rough estimation of background and thresholded
the difference between original and binarized images. Ezaki
et al. [14] proposed generating connected components by
combination of mathematical morphology operations, edge
extraction and Otsu thresholding of image color channels.
Epshtein [15] suggested using a new image operator (Stroke
Width Transform) to segment letters. Minetto et al. [16]
proposed using toggle mapping for character segmentation in
a multiresolutional way since natural scene images have large
character size variations and strong background clutter.
Other recent works [2], [3] focus on the binarization of
cropped text assuming that the text is correctly localized in the
preceeding steps of the pipeline. In this scenario, a bounding

box of the text area is given and the boundary of the box
is assumed to belong to background. Under this assumption,
Mishra et al. [2] proposed a method for text binarization using
iterated graph cut. Wakahara et al. [3] proposed a method
based on k-means clustering and letter candidates classification
for a similar cropped image scenario.
Proposed method. Apart from evaluating existing binarization methods, we propose a new binarization algorithm that
consists of the following steps: 1) local binarization producing
seed pixels, 2) seed pixel strength estimation and 3) global
optimization. At the first step we use Niblack binarization. In
particular, we perform local binarization with a rather small
window size, since using large window size inside Niblack
usually causes small letters to merge and we want to avoid this
effect. Due to a deliberately small size of Niblack window, the
result of the first step is a local binarization containing noise
and holes but with a high “recall” for all characters including
small ones (Figure 2). At the second step, the normalized
absolute value of Laplacian of image intensity is computed at
each pixel. The result of the Laplacian operator tends to have
large absolute values near edges, where the local binarization
with small window provides correct labels. Within the interior
part of the letters the values of the Laplacian are usually close
to zero. In this way, we can use values of the Laplacian as
a confidence in initial labeling of the local binarization and
then perform global optimization which accounts for pixel
similarity for correcting errors of initial labeling. Figure 2
illustrates the steps of our algorithm.
For global optimization we construct an energy function E(f |I, n) = Elocal (f |I, n) + Esmooth (f |I), where f =
{f1 , f2 , . . . , fN } is the binary vector denoting the binarization
result for pixels, n = {n1 , n2 , . . . , nN } is an initial labeling
produced by the first two stages, and I is the input image.
Elocal (f ) is the unary term that measures the disagreement
between f and the local binarization result, while Esmooth
is a pairwise term that measures the smoothness of the
binarization.
P
The unary term E(local (f |I, n) = i elocal (i), where
1 − (0.5 + ∇2 Ii0 /2), fi = ni
elocal (i) =
(1)
0.5 + ∇2 Ii0 /2, fi 6= ni
where ∇2 Ii0 denotes the absolute value of Laplacian of the
image intensity normalized to its maximum value.
We use a conventional pairwise termPtraditional to graph
cut segmentation [17]: Esmooth (f |I) = λ (i,j)∈N esmooth (i, j),
defined by pixel(similarity:
kc −c k2
kx −x k2
exp(− i2σ2j − i2σ2j ), fi 6= fj
g
c
(2)
esmooth (i, j) =
0, fi = fj
where N denotes a neighborhood system (we use 8-connected
neighborhood in experiments), x denotes pixel coordinates, c
means RGB color, σg and σc are normalization constants, λ
determines the degree of smoothness. The pairwise term thus
imposes a cost for the boundaries in the binarization result
according to the local color contrast in the input image.
The global minimum of this energy can be found efficiently
using the graph cut inference [18]. As long as text in natural

images can be either darker than background or lighter than
background, we construct energy function for both cases and
perform optimization twice, hence obtaining two binary maps.
Both maps should then be submitted to the OCR engine.
III. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Text binarization
Evaluated Methods. We now present the results of our
evaluation. We selected 12 different binarization methods for
evaluation1 . We have included methods commonly used for
document images, namely Otsu [8], Kittler [9], Niblack [11]
and Sauvola [10]. We have also included several recent methods for document binarization, namely Wolf [19] 2 , Howe [12],
and Lu [20]3 , the last one being a runner-up at ICDAR 2011
Document Image Binarization Contest (DIBCO 2011) [21].
We have also included methods developed for natural images:
Ezaki [14], Gatos [13], Minetto [16] and non-linear Niblack
decomposition [7]. Finally, we have also included the method
based on stroke width transform from [15] implemented in
text localization system4 .
Datasets. As the ultimate goal is end-to-end text detection
and recognition, we applied these methods to whole uncropped
images. We have looked at the accuracy of an OCR engine
when applied to the binarization results as well as at the
segmentation accuracy achieved by the methods. In the first
set of experiments, we restricted our analysis to the interiors
of the ground truth word bounding boxes (the methods were
still applied to uncropped images). To be able to measure
the segmentation accuracy, we have performed a pixel level
annotation for ICDAR 2003 dataset5 . Some of the compared
methods assume dark text on light background, so we applied
them to both the original and the inverted images. For these
methods the result corresponding to higher F-score (separately
for each cropped region) is reported.
We have validated the parameters of all local binarization
methods on the training part of ICDAR 2003 dataset in order
to achieve the maximum OCR accuracy. The parameters of
Niblack method were set as suggested in [4]. The parameters
for the Sauvola method were set as suggested in [22]. For [14],
[13], [16], [7] we used parameters suggested by the authors.
For the proposed method we set k to 0.4 as in [4] and w = 21
in order to obtain finer segmentation for small letters. Other
parameters of our method (λ = 2, σg = 12 and σc = 0.02)
were set by validation.
Metrics. The quantitative results are presented in Table I for
the ICDAR 2003 database and in Table II for the ICDAR 2011
database. We perform detailed evaluation on ICDAR 2003
using the pixel-wise annotation. We report standard accuracy
measures including precision, recall, F-score and peak signal
to noise ratio (PSNR). Although pixel-wise metrics are widely
1 available

at
at
3 available at
4 available at
5 available at
2 available
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used in comparative analysis of document binarization techniques (see [23], [21]), they do not describe morphological
structure of the generated connected components, which is
important for the accuracy of text recognition. Therefore we
also report morphological metrics proposed in [24]. These metrics are based on classification of all connected components
into background, whole, fraction, multiple, fraction & multiple,
mixed classes using the notions of minimal and maximal
coverage. To evaluate the text binarization we compute the
fraction of segments of each of the mentioned types as
suggested in [24]. Finally we have measured the accuracy of
word recognition (in a case-sensitive manner) using different
binarization methods. We used a popular commercial OCR
software Omnipage Professional 186 . Examples of the cropped
word recognition are shown in figure 1. For ICDAR 2011 we
compare OCR accuracies for the methods that showed highest
OCR accuracy on ICDAR 2003 dataset with the results of
ICDAR 2011 Robust Reading Competition. One can see that
even applied to uncropped images both non-linear Niblack and
proposed method in combintion with OCR engine show higher
accuracy than the winner of ICDAR 2011 competition.
Key Results and Observations. The most popular methods
for document image binarization like Otsu [8], Kittler [9],
Sauvola [10] show significantly degraded performance on natural scenes. In the cases when color and illumination variations
are high, global thresholding methods (Otsu [8], Kittler [9]) are
unable to divide natural images into text and background using
a single threshold. We believe that the reasons of degraded
performance of local binarization methods is the locality of
their operation as well as their high sensitivity to the choice
of parameters. E.g. the window size parameter in many of
those methods should roughly correspond to the letter size,
which is typically not known a priori and can vary through
the same image.
It is interesting that the state-of-the-art document binarization of Lu et al. [20] showed low performance compared
to other methods thus highlighting the gap between the text
binarization in scanned document images and natural scene
images. At the same time, a rather simple Niblack method
as well as its widely used non-linear modification achieve
high OCR accuracy. While the method of Howe [12] uses
Laplacian-based unary terms similarly to our method, it shows
significantly lower accuracy in the case of natural images with
complex backgrounds, which we believe is due to better choice
of unary and pairwise terms inside the global optimization in
proposed method.
Interestingly, it can be seen that that pixel-wise metrics, such
as precision, recall, F-score and PSNR do not demonstrate
strong correlation with OCR accuracy. For example, Niblack
method, which has the highest F-score, is on the fourth place
in terms of OCR accuracy. And vice versa, non-linear Niblack
method which has a mediocre pixel-level results shows very
high recognition accuracy. As a consequence structured-output
machine learning of binarization techniques based on the
6 available

at http://www.nuance.com/

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF THE BINARIZATION METHODS ACROSS A NUMBER OF
ACCURACY MEASURES ON THE ICDAR 2003 DATASET. N UMBER OF

Whole

Fract.

8.85
7.36
10.05
9.62
10.34
9.01
9.80
9.61
9.41
9.40
9.59
8.80
10.44

1.79
.93
23.57
4.05
4.05
.61
.88
2.57
2.90
1.24
4.17
1.92
2.22

.43
.32
.60
.47
.47
.46
.50
.43
.50
.44
.48
.43
.64

.33 .02
.25 .03
1.48 .02
.84 .02
.84 .02
.32 .01
.56 .02
.43 .03
.42 .02
.42 .01
.78 .02
.63 .01
.33 .02

OCR

Backgr.

78
72
84
73
79
71
75
82
82
82
72
73
82

Mixed

PSNR

.85
.89
.80
.66
.73
.66
.68
.82
.79
.85
.66
.66
.78

F. & M.

F-sc.

.79
.70
.90
.90
.93
.81
.90
.85
.87
.81
.88
.87
.91

Mult.

Prec.

Method
Otsu [8]
Kittler [9]
Niblack [11]
Sauvola [10]
NL Niblack [7]
Howe [12]
Gatos [13]
Ezaki [14]
Minneto [16]
Epstein [15]
Wolf [19]
Lu [20]
Proposed

Rec.

SEGMENTS IS DIVIDED BY THE NUMBER OF GROUND TRUTH CHARACTERS
IN DATASET. S EE THE TEXT FOR MORE DETAILS .

.01
.01
.02
.01
.01
.01
.01
.02
.02
.03
.01
.01
.01

.07
.01
.04
.02
.02
.03
.03
.05
.05
.12
.02
.04
.03

47.1%
35.1%
56.0%
53.8%
59.3%
53.2%
56.2%
47.6%
47.3%
47.6%
53.4%
52.2%
63.5%

TABLE II
T HE ACCURACY OF WORD RECOGNITION FOR THE ICDAR 2011 DATASET
FOR IMAGE BINARIZATION METHODS FOLLOWED BY AN OCR ENGINE AS
WELL AS FOR THE PARTICIPANTS OF THE ICDAR 2011 CHALLENGE .
NL Niblack
54.9%

Proposed
60.3%

TH - OCR
41.2%

KAIST AIPR Neumann
35.6%
33.11%

pixel-level loss (e.g. Hamming) is unlikely to perform well.
At the same time morphological metrics correlate much
stronger with the OCR accuracy. In particular, as can be
expected, the increasing number of whole segmented characters leads to increasing OCR accuracy. The number of mixed
connected components shows a negative correlation with the
OCR accuracy. Intuitive explanation for this fact may be
that mixed components, that contain both text and non-text
parts, are problematic for OCR engine. On the other hand
the presence of merged and broken segments seems to be not
crucial for OCR accuracy since an OCR engine can cope with
such errors.
TABLE III
E ND - TO - END TEXT UNDERSTANDING ACCURACY ON THE ICDAR 2003
AND ICDAR 2011 DATASETS . T HE ABILITY TO CORRECTLY LOCALIZE
AND RECOGNIZE WORDS IS EVALUATED . T HE FIXED LEXICON COMPRISES
ALL WORDS THAT OCCUR IN THE DATASETS .
ICDAR 2003 dataset
Method
Prec.
Wang [25] (no lexicon)
0.54
Neumann and Matas (no lexicon) [26]
0.42
NL Niblack (no lexicon)
0.63
Multiscale NL Niblack (no lexicon)
0.62
Proposed (no lexicon)
0.66
Wang [25] (fixed lexicon)
0.45
Wang [27] (fixed lexicon)
NL Niblack (fixed lexicon)
0.85
Multiscale NL Niblack (fixed lexicon)
0.81
Proposed (fixed lexicon)
0.88
ICDAR 2011 dataset
Method
Prec.
Neumann and Matas[28]
0.37
Proposed (no lexicon provided)
0.66
Proposed (fixed lexicon provided)
0.89

Rec.
0.30
0.41
0.41
0.43
0.48
0.54
0.44
0.47
0.50

F-meas.
0.38
0.41
0.50
0.50
0.55
0.51
0.67
0.58
0.60
0.63

Rec.
0.37
0.46
0.49

F-meas.
0.36
0.54
0.64

B. End-to-end text understanding
Implementation details for creating the full pipeline. In
our final set of experiments, we performed end-to-end text
localization and recognition that required constructing a more
complex pipeline. In it, we consider the output of image
binarization and treat each connected component as a letter
candidate. We then apply an AdaBoost classifier trained for
character/non-character classification (we have used our pixelwise annotation of the ICDAR’2003 training set augmented
with projective distortions to get positive examples). The
classifier uses simple features computed with regionprops
function from Matlab Image Processing Toolbox7 (area, width,
height, aspect ratio, length ratio, compactness, solidity, number
of holes, occupy ratio, holes to area ratio, equivalent diameter,
fitted ellipse axis ratio and orientation).
During testing, we generated a graph on the candidate
segments that pass the classifier using the following simple
rules. The segments were connected with an edge if: 1) they
were spatially close and had similar size, 2) they had labels
of the same type (”dark text” or ”light text”), 3) they had
similar colors (differences of mean a and b values of Lab
colorspace do not exceed 20). The connected components
of the resulting graph were then considered as text line
candidates. These text line candidates were then split into
words based on the assumption that the distance between two
subsequent characters in the same word can not exceed twice
the median distance between characters in the same text line.
Generated word candidates were passed to the OCR module
for recognition. We filtered out the word candidates with the
height smaller than 15 pixels, since the OCR engine is unable
to process text below this size. For each word candidates
that passed the filters we computed the average probabilistic
classifier output for the segments that constitute this word
(sigmoid transform [29] are considered to map the outputs of
boosted classifier to probabilities). By varying the threshold
on this output we generated the recall-precision curve.
Evaluated methods. Here we report results for three different
binarization strategies: 1) single-scale non-linear Niblack, 2)
multi-scale non-linear Niblack and 3) our binarization (other
binarization methods showed clearly inferior performance).
Non-linear Niblack has been used in several previous works
(e.g. [6]) in multi-scale fashion in order to achieve higher
recall. In our experiments, we used three scales inside the
non-linear Niblack method with varying window size, and
performed non-maxima suppression of word candidates that
overlap by more than 50%. Among the overlapping candidates
we chose the one with higher average probabilistic score. The
results of this comparison are shown in figure 4.
We now compare the results of this pipeline with other endto-end pipelines reported in the literature. In the first case,
we did not use any lexicon, but fixed the alphabet (as in
[26]) and pruned out the recognition results that contained
non alpha-numeric characters. The results are presented in the
table III. In the second case, we used the lexicon provided
7 available

at http://www.mathworks.com/products/image/

Fig. 3. End-to-end text localization and recognition results of proposed
binarization method (without lexicon).

Fig. 4. Precision-recall curve for text localization and recognition on ICDAR
2003 test set. Left plot - end-to-end text recognition without lexicon, right plot
- with fixed lexicon. .

with ground truth annotation to ICDAR 2003 dataset. The
results are presented in table III. We can see that proposed
binarization method significantly outperforms NL Niblack. So
finally we selected our method and performed experiments on
the ICDAR 2011 dataset with the results presented in table III
comparing to the recent result of Neumann and Matas [28] (to
the best of our knowledge, this is the only published result for
end-to-end text understanding on this dataset).
Key Results and Observations. One can observe that, perhaps surprisingly, a pipeline based on image binarization and
an off-the-shelf OCR achieves higher accuracy than some of
the recent fancier methods. Non-linear Niblack and proposed
method show better performance for text recognition without
lexicon than existing methods, and the performance when
using a lexicon is quite close to the very recent result in [27].
Conclusion. We have performed analysis of several image
binarization techniques on the ICDAR 2003 and the ICDAR
2011 benchmarks. Overall, we have found that a pipeline
consisting of an image binarization method and off-the-shelf
OCR module was able to achieve state-of-the-art end-to-end
text recognition on these challenging datasets.
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